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PENSIONS

Yet Another Pension Revolution?
Whilst everyone gets to grips with ‘pension freedom’
the government prepares for yet more changes
For anyone who has spent the past 12 months trying
to get to grips with the new pension rules, the news
that another ‘revolution’ may be round the corner
will not necessarily be welcome. However, this now
looks likely following Chancellor of the Exchequer
George Osborne’s announcement of a new
consultation on the UK’s pension regime.
There are no firm details as yet, but the Chancellor
expressed a wish to simplify the pension system,
observing: “Pensions could be taxed like ISAs – you
pay in from taxed income and it is tax-free when you
take it out. In between it receives a top-up from the
Government.”
The reaction from the financial sector has been mixed.
Although many welcome the impulse to simplify the
regime, they believe ISAs have retained a ‘halo’ effect
precisely because they have been relatively immune
from government tinkering. As one industry
commentator observed for example: “What the
current regime could really do with is some stability
and relief from further meddling.”
The only way to encourage more people to save is to
keep the rules as simple as possible. ISAs are a truly
trusted product within the financial services industry –
they are simple, easy to understand and accessible. It
would be disastrous if people were to save for
retirement only to find in later life that a cashstrapped government changes the rules again to tax
income for a second time.
The Chancellor’s move to taper tax relief on pensions
for high-earners had been well-flagged. From April
2016, for every £2 of adjusted income over £150,000,
an individual’s annual pension contribution allowance
will be reduced by £1, down to a minimum of £10,000.
Wealth planners have urged higher earners to take
advantage of the reliefs where possible up to the end
of this tax year. However, Osborne did not – as some
had expected – make changes to the salary-sacrifice
regime, meaning higher-earners on the margin can
still use this to bring them below the threshold.
Elsewhere, the Chancellor chose not to provide any
greater clarity on the resale of annuities, deferring

further details until the autumn. In the
meantime, prospective retirees must
continue to digest the new rules, plus the
limits to the lifetime allowance announced in
the March Budget. The Chancellor may have
ambitions to make the pension regime
simpler but, for the time being, complexity
reigns.

IQ View
There have been rumours around the removal
of higher-rate tax relief for some time now so
this won’t come as a complete surprise.
In fact we have been suggesting that our
higher-rate taxpaying clients consider maximising their pension contributions sooner rather
than later in order to benefit from the highest
rate of relief available.
The government have just closed a consultation around any new pension system and the
idea of paying in from taxed income, then
receiving benefits tax-free in the future has
been met with almost unanimous disapproval.
Would people really trust a government that
regularly changes pension rules to keep their
promise of pensions being tax-free upon
retirement? Even a government strapped for
cash and where your retirement may be 40
years away?
At IQ, we think that the likely outcome is for
pensions to still receive some financial incentive upon contributions - something like a ‘buy
2, get 1 free’ offer where the government adds
a pound for every 2 pounds you pay in.
If you would like any more details on how
pensions can be used to plan for retirement

call us on 01522 837211 or email us at
info@iq-fa.co.uk.

PRACTICE NEWS

IQ is expanding!
Welcoming our new adviser, Mel Oades to the IQ team.
Following rising demand for our services, we are proud
to announce our newest member of the IQ team.
Mel began his career in financial services as a tied
financial adviser with the Cooperative Insurance
Society (CIS).
In 2006, Mel decided to leave to become an
independent financial adviser with National IFA,
Positive Solutions. Having established himself in that
role, he felt it time for a new challenge and decided to
join IQ in 2015 to help expand our advice services into
the North of Lincolnshire and the Humber.
Mel primarily provides advice to individual clients and
small businesses owners, working with them throughout their working lives to help build and protect their
wealth. He is also regularly involved in working with
local businesses, helping them to set up company
pension schemes in line with new government
legislation.
Mel is married with 2 young sons and enjoys most
sports but particularly cricket and rugby.
You can contact Mel on 01652 651343 or
meloades@iq-fa.co.uk

At IQ, we are always looking to foster new working relationships with like-minded professionals.
We currently work with accountants, law firms and equity release specialists throughout the county as we often need to
refer our clients on to other professionals when their particular specialism is needed.
We strongly believe in being our clients’ first point of contact for anything financial and are very keen to encourage
close links with like-minded professionals and work as a multi-disciplinary team, complementing each other’s areas of
expertise. This helps our clients to receive expert advice on all areas of their finances, whilst ensuring that all plans follow a joined-up approach.
Whether, you are a professional interested in further exploring these opportunities or a client with a need for a referral
to a trusted local law or accountancy firm, please contact us on 01522 837211 or email us at info@www.iq-fa.co.uk.

SUMMER BUDGET

Osborne updates dividend tax regime
The Summer Budget has a nasty sting in the tail for small business owners
From an investment perspective, the most notable
change in the post-election ‘Summer Budget’ was
arguably the scrapping of the existing dividend tax
credit regime. Under the current system, dividends
are paid with a notional 10% tax credit, meaning non
- and basic-rate taxpayers have no further liability.
From April 2016, the tax credit will be replaced by a
£5,000 tax-free dividend allowance for all taxpayers.
Above that, investors will pay tax at 32.5% or
38.1%, depending on their marginal rate of tax.
Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne said
85% of those who receive dividends will see no
change or be better off. Still, the move could hurt
those with large shareholdings held outside an ISA.
The largest impact will undoubtedly be felt by
directors of private limited companies that currently
draw income by way of a small salary and substantial dividends. Under the old regime, a basic rate taxpayer who is, for example, running their own company often draws a salary equal to their personal allowance. They would then take the rest out in dividends up to the basic rate band and pay no tax at all.
Under the new rules, where personal allowance is
available, you can take your salary as normal and
any dividends up to £5,000 tax free. After this, any
additional dividends will be taxed.
What this means is that someone who wants to carry
on with the same routine as previously mentioned,
will end up paying around £2,000 worth of tax

which will have to be accounted for via selfassessment. This will also have ramifications for
family companies where dividends have been paid
to wives and adult children in the past.
With other changes coming into effect, such as
auto enrolment, a 10 percent increase in the Minimum Wage and the imminent interest rate rises,
many are arguing that this dividend tax is an attack too far on small businesses. And we need to
remember that those profits have already been
taxed at 20 percent, so this 7.5 percent tax means
small business owners are effectively paying 27.5
percent tax, well above the basic rate of 20 percent.
Our discussions with our accountant partners
seem to suggest that there is little that can be done
to avoid paying the higher level of tax. However,
it will now be more attractive than ever for directors to look to use pensions as a means of extracting company profit. Money paid into a pension by
the company will avoid both corporation tax and
the new dividend income tax, although younger
directors will have to wait until at least age 55 before they are able to draw on the funds. That said,
this initial tax relief, combined with the fact that
25% of the money can be withdrawn completely
free of taxes makes it the most efficient means of
drawing income when the new dividend rules
come into place from April 2016.

Call us on
01522 837211
or drop us a line at
info@iq-fa.co.uk

ESTATE PLANNING

Flexible Life Interest Trusts
What are they and how can they help?

The Flexible Life Interest Trust (FLIT)
is often described as the ideal
modern Will Trust, as it allows for
adequate provision for the surviving
spouse/partner, whilst incorporating
flexibility into the Will whereby other
family members/beneficiaries may
benefit should the spouse not require
the provision after the first death.
The FLIT is flexible because it allows
the Trustees to advance capital as
well as income to the survivor, if
required.
This Trust is created on the death of
the first spouse/partner and the
capital assets of the deceased are
held in a trust which pays any income
generated to the survivor for their
lifetime. This is treated for
Inheritance Tax purposes as an
outright gift to the survivor. So, for
married couples or those in a Civil
Partnership, it does not create a tax
charge and does not use any of the

Inheritance Tax allowance of the
deceased spouse – preserving it for
later use on the death of the
surviving spouse.



On the death of the survivor, the
trust capital is passed to nominated
beneficiaries, such as children.
Because the capital in the trust is not
owned by the surviving spouse/
partner, it cannot be given away by
them to, say, a new spouse or partner
and it should not be taken into
consideration for means testing.

Key Benefits:

Key Features:
The FLIT does everything a Property
Protective Trust can and more;



Includes powers for the Trustees
to lend Trust capital to the survivor



Includes powers for the Trustees
to give capital to the spouse if
required



Includes powers to pay capital to
the nominated beneficiaries

Includes powers for the Trustees to convert some or all of
the Trust into another type of
Trust



Guarantees who will benefit
from cash assets and investments as well as property.



Allows a nominated person to
benefit from income generated
from investments whilst
protecting the capital value for
future generations.

The essence of a FLIT is that it
enables the trustees to have full
discretionary powers over the
application of the funds entrusted
to them including the powers of
distribution at any time if felt
appropriate and even to create
new trusts and arrangements
should legislation make this course
of action desirable.

Funeral costs continue to rise......
An annual study by Royal London has reported that a basic funeral will now cost £3,702, up from £3,562 in 2014. This is a
3.9% increase, which is higher than annual UK inflation of 1%, as measured by the Retail Prices Index (RPI).
Cremation costs have risen more than burials in the past 12 months with the average cremation up 4.2% to £3,294, and
the average burial up by 3.7% to £4,110.
Funeral costs continues to be a postcode lottery with prices ranging from £2,976, for a cremation in Greenock, Scotland,
to £7,216 for a burial in Beckenham, Kent – a difference of £4,240.
This latest research highlights the importance of planning ahead and one of the ways of doing this is by purchasing a prepaid funeral plan which;





Fixes the cost of your funeral at today’s prices
Offers flexibility on payment options – pay in a single lump sum or spread the cost over up to 10 years
Gives peace of mind that you are protecting your loved ones from rising funeral costs and sparing them the distress
of making difficult decisions.

If you would like to know more about how these plans work, please call us on 01522 837211 or email us
info@iq-fa.co.uk.

ECONOMIC UPDATE

VOLATILITY CONTINUES AT
HOME AND AWAY
We look at the cause of the recent falls in investment markets.
UK investors had to endure further volatility in
share prices during September. Anxiety over China’s
economic outlook and speculation over whether US
interest rates could rise affected sentiment, while
concerns over the impact of falling commodity
prices continued to weigh on the UK mining sector.
Having reached an all-time high of 7,103.98 on 27
April this year, the FTSE 100 index fell as low as
5,909.24 points in September – a drop of almost
17% from its peak. Over the month as a whole, the
FTSE 100 fell 3%, while the FTSE 250 index declined
2.5% and the FTSE SmallCap index dropped 2.4%.
September proved a busy month for corporate
activity. Belgian brewer Anheuser-Busch InBev
confirmed it had made an approach to take over
FTSE 100 constituent SABMiller. Meanwhile
payment processing company Worldpay announced
plans to raise £890m by floating on the London
Stock Exchange, and budget retailer Poundland
revealed a share placing to raise £50m to help pay
for its purchase of its rival chain 99p Stores. Swiss
insurers Zurich Insurance, however, abandoned
plans to buy RSA during the month.
Following the quarterly review of FTSE’s UK index
constituents, housebuilder Berkeley Group entered
the FTSE 100, replacing engineering company Weir
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Group, which dropped down to the FTSE 250.
Other firms joining the FTSE 250 included technology company Sophos Group – which floated
during the summer – biopharmaceutical group
Circassia Pharmaceuticals, and investment trust
P2P Global Investments. Meanwhile, electronics
company Premier Farnell, marine services
company James Fisher and platinum miner Lonmin
fell out of the FTSE 250, joining the FTSE Small Cap
index.
Average earnings (excluding bonuses) rose by
2.9% during the three months to July, posting their
most rapid rate of growth since January 2009.
High-street retailer Next warned, however, that
the government’s National Living Wage – which,
from April 2016, will be set at £7.20 per hour
for those aged over 25 – is likely to force up prices
in the sector. Sports retailer JD Sports Fashion also
sounded a note of caution over the initiative,
warning its implementation might have a negative
effect on earnings. For its part, hospitality group
Whitbread indicated it would have to implement
price increases and “efficiency savings” as a result
of the National Living Wage. Elsewhere, the British
Chambers of Commerce suggested: “Job creation
may be impacted by the large increases in the
minimum wage.”
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